
CHAPTER FOUR 

rax` dcigi
IN THIS CHAPTER YOU WILL ACQUIRE:

A conceptual framework for the wide range of grammatical structures you
have been using in sentences you already know.  These include:

Verb Classifications - mipiipia – lirtd ,lrit ,lrt
Looking up verbs in the dictionary – ceqid zxES
Expressing “existance” and “possession” –  yi/ did
Expressing the English concept “it” in Hebrew.
dn ,dti`   – action, “what did you do?”
The l of possession in past and present tense
Use of the l with the indirect object. 

A considerably expanded vocabulary for description and narration.
An understanding of some of the more subtle aspects of Hebrew articulation.

YOU WILL LEARN TO:
Read and understand longer stories about events and experiences.
Use phrases to react with surprise, indignation, and other emotions.
Become familiar with the calendar – days and year.
Study two poems. One by  jf ozp and and the other by the poet lgx
Sing popular Israeli songs, one for young children and one for people of all
ages.
Appreciate the importance of hiking and "experiencing" the Land of Israel
Master vocabulary to describe colors.

Use with the Software flashcard drills to learn the vocabulary for
Chapter Four. Go to the “Main Menu” screen and choose “Flashcard Tools.
Then first choose #1 in the flashcard learning modules and do the decks for
Chapter Four. Continue flashcard modules 2, 3 and 4 as you continue to
master the vocabulary.

Be sure to print the Chapter Four Exercise Workbook containing all the 
exercises for Chapter Four which require written responses. 
Use your printed booklet when you see this  icon of a pencil.
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SOME BASIC CONCEPTS - ceq§i ©d zxEv ,mipii§pia ,y¤xeyd  :wEc §wic  4.1
Most Hebrew words can be easily traced to a three-consonant root.  For example, the
verb "to write" is based on the root azk. The vowels that we use to pronounce the
word azk are "variable".  We change the vowels in order to indicate whether the tense
is past, present, or future.  We can also form related nouns from these same three
letters by further changing the vowel patterns and by using a small number of letters 
(,z  ,p ,n ,d `) that function as "noun makers".  Although the new words may seem
totally different to the beginning learner, the Hebrew speaker will instantly recognize
that the derived words  retain the notion of  "writing,"  for example: 

 i ¦p£̀MFa ¥zI write

az̈ §Mscript

z §MEami scriptures

i ¦naŸ §ka letter

©nä ¥Y §kda desk

©däŸ §kddictation

After examing the list of words with the root azk above, you see that in Hebrew the three
consonant roots are used to create many additional words:

1) By using a particular sequence of vowels with the consonantal root and /or,
2)  By the addition of a prefix, a suffix.

This way of creating words is true of all parts of speech —verbs, adverbs, adjectives, nouns.

 Verb Classification  - oiipiad  4.1.1
Hebrew uses a classification system that groups all verbs
according to the features that they share in common.  

Hebrew verbs can be classified according to:
The pattern of their vowels, and
Whether additional letters have been added to create the
dictionary form.

1).  For example azk and cnl consist of three root
consonants with an /ah/ vowel after the first and second
consonant.  They are grouped in the same class.  

1)
2)
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The same root but different
shapes and patterns.

2).  But x¥Aic has a yood inserted between the first and second root consonants
and the vowel sequence is /ih/ /eh/.  Therefore it is grouped in a different
class along with the verbs that share those traits.

  
x¥Ai ¦c                     c ©nl̈ 

Note the different vowel sequence and the added yood in x¥Ai ¦c

The different classes, or patterns of verbs, are referred to as the §piaïmipi .  Each
class is called a §piaïoi .  Read on for more information about the §piaïmipi

"infixed” and “prefixed” -  mipiï §pia 4.1.2
Examine the vowel sequence for the three root letter consonants for these words:  

   iz §azk > “I wrote”,         iY §x©Aic > “I spoke”     i ¦Y §x©A §q ¦d  > “I explained”

 iY §x©Aic has a special vowel sequence and has a yood inserted following the first root
letter. i ¦Y §x©A §q ¦d  has the letter heh prefixed to the root letters xaq.  iz §azk has its
unique vowel pattern but has no additional letters added.  Each of these verb forms
belongs to a separate "oii §piA" .

When we discuss the features of the different mipipia we will use the following terms
for letters added to the three consonant root letters:

"infixed" (embedded in the middle of the word). Example: 

    i  (yood), (I hurried =  ¦niiz §x ©d ,  "I spoke" =  ¦ciiz §x ©A
 prefixed (added to the beginning of a word). Example:

 d    "I explained" = ¦di ¦Y §x ©A §q  

Please note that the verb form iz §xa §qd is not written with a i to indicate the /ih/
vowel after the d.  You just have to learn to recognize the shape of each §piaïoi  (verb
group) and to read and pronounce it according to the pattern you have learned.

Naming the Binyanim   li ¦r §t ¦d-   ,l©rR̈tl¥riRt,   oii §piA  4.1.4

As you’ve seen above, verbs that share the same
number of consonants and the same sequence of
vowels can be said to have the same "shape" or
“pattern”.  Every verb in the Hebrew language is
grouped, according to its shape, together with other
verbs that have a similar number of consonants and a

similar vowel pattern.  Those verbs are said to belong to
the same oiï §piA. There are seven  main mipii§pia in Hebrew.
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All of the following verbs have only three consonants and share the same vowel
sequence;

a ©yïhe sat

c ©nl̈he learned

a ©yg̈he thought

a ©zM̈khe wrote

They all belong to  , oii §piAl ©rR̈t    the group which we shall call the  l ©rR̈t-i ¦Yz§l ©rR̈t
group in order to include an example of the past tense pattern in the group name.
(Ordinarily it is simply called l ©rt)

All of the following verbs have an additional infixed yood and the share the same
vowel sequence;

x¥Aai ¦che spoke
x¥ai ¦ghe composed

They all belong to  , oii §piAl¥riRt    the group which we shall call the  l¥ri ¦Rt-i ¦Yz§l ©ri ¦Rt
group in order to include an example of the past tense pattern in the group name.  
(Ordinarily it is simply called l¥rit)

All of the following verbs have the prefix d, and an infixed yood and share the same
vowel sequence;

lig §z ¦dhe began
mik §q ¦dhe agreed

They all belong to  , oii §piAli ¦r §Rtd    the group which we shall call the
i ¦Yz§l ©r §t ¦d-li ¦r §t ¦d  group in order to include an example of the past tense pattern in the

group name.  
(Ordinarily is is simply called li ¦r §t ¦d)

After looking at the above examples you have probably already figured out the system
for naming each  oii §piA.  

1.  Hebrew takes the letters   l - r - t and uses them to represent the three basic
root letters. 

2.  It then gives these letters the appropriate vowel pattern and adds any additional
consonants typical of  the particular shape  of the oiï §pia that the name of the
oiï §pia  describes.  

The term, oii §pia, meaning literally a "construction", is used to refer to the verbal pattern
that a particular verb belongs to. This chapter will deal with three of the seven major

§piaïmipi .

•

•

•
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dziMa dd¥A §xd  iz §azk ip` ¤y  il ¤y d ¤xenl iz §xa §qd

d¥a §xd iz §xaic `l la`.

I explained to my teacher that I wrote a lot in
class but I didn’t speak a lot.

Past Tense  - xar onfa   li ¦r §t ¦d ,l¥ri ¦R ,l©rR̈  4.1.6

Use with the Software Chapter 4:1 “Identifying the Binyan: Past Tense”
and with the Software Chapter 4:2 “Finding Verbs in the Dictionary”

Why did we say above as we described each of the three verb patterns we are
studying now that the verb belongs to a specific oii §piA “which we shall call ..... ?

To make these verbal forms easier to recognize, we have added a second name to
the traditional designation for each of the verbal groups.  Notice that in the "double
name" used to represent a oii §pia, the first name, (l ©rR̈) serves as a model (dictionary
form) for the vowels for the 3rd person ("he") form of the verb, while the second
word i ¦Y§l ©rR̈   serves as a model for the vowels for the 1st person singular ("I").

 oii§piad m ¥y                            dn §bEc
`Edip`

  i ¦Y§lrR̈ - l ©rR̈i ¦Y §a ©zM̈  -      a ©zM̈

  i ¦Y§l ©ri ¦R - l¥ri ¦Ri ¦Y §x ©Ai ¦c  -     x ¥Ai ¦c

 i ¦Y§l ©r §t ¦d - li ¦r §t ¦d i ¦Y §n ©M §q ¦d   - mi ¦M §q ¦d

In the illustration above, the left hand column (dnbec) provides an example of a verb
for each the three patterns.

i ¦Y§l©ri ¦R - l¥ri ¦R  4.1.7  
Looking and Listening for Verbal Shapes
The verbs iz §xdin ,iz§liih ,iz §xAic and izytig
all belong to the same eiipia   or group - l¥ri ¦R
i ¦Y§l ©ri ¦R.  How  can this group be recognized?
All of the verbs in this pattern have a yood
between the first and second root letters and
the vowel sequence in the dictionary form is
the same for each:  /ih/  /eh/.

   ¦gi¥R¦c    Ÿyi¦h    x¥Ail¥i¦n    i¥dx 

•

.1

.2

.3

•
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Even if we wrote these four verbs without the cEwip, we would still be able to recognize
them as belonging to the ¦Ri¥r¦R-li©ri ¦Y§l   group because of the  i  (yood) that is inserted
between the first two root letters.

Similarly, when we hear Hebrew spoken, we will quickly learn to pay attention to the
difference between , iz §cnl a  lrt verb,  "I learned" - and  linizc , "I taught",   a  l¥ri ¦t
verb.  This last example is a good illustration of something we will frequently encounter:
The same root letters can be used in more than one oii §pia  to create different (though
related) verbs! This makes it easy to acquire a large vocabulary base in Hebrew.

The prefixed  d  in the verb  i ¦Y §n ©M §q ¦d , plus its vowel pattern, will clue us in to the fact
that this veb belongs to the i ¦Y§l ©r §t ¦d - li ¦r §t ¦d  group. 

Verbs that belong to the same oii §piA have a remarkably consistent vowel pattern.  The
high predictability of the verb patterns will make the verbal conjugations rather easy to
master. 

(At this point in our study we are interested solely in the shape and vowel patterns of
these three groups and not in any other functional features which might be typical of a
oiipia.

ERiq  il x ¦Ri ¦q `ed .x ¥R ©Y §q ¦d§l xtql izkld :a`eixlr 
eR §q¦l rci  `ly yi`x. 

Yoav: I went to the barber to get a haircut. He told me a story
about a man who didn’t know how to count. 

WARNING!  Hebrew  Grammar    CAN  BECOME  ADDICTIVE! 

The Surgeon General has indicated that the Hebrew verb system of  is capable of
exercising such a fascination on
students that it can take over their
minds completely--driving all else
from their thoughts.... moderation
and caution are urged!
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